Tennis Tournament Results
Miami Spring Invite (Day 1)
01-18-20 at Coral Gables, Fla. (Neil Schiff Tennis Center)

**Singles competition**

#3 E. Perez-Somarriba (Miami) def. #87 Martina Capurro (Oklahoma) 6-3, 6-3
Daevenia Achong (Miami) def. O. Korashvili (Oklahoma) 7-5, 4-6, 6-1
Carmen Corley (Oklahoma) def. #69 Selma Cadar (Miami) 6-2, 6-2
Maya Tahan (Miami) def. Camila Romero (Oklahoma) 6-4, 6-3
Florence Urrutia (Miami) def. Jasmine Asghar (Oklahoma) 2-6, 6-4, 6-4
Marcelina Podlinska (Oklahoma) def. Nada Dimovska (Miami) 5-7, 6-3, 6-4
Yuna Ito (Miami) def. Kianah Motosono (Oklahoma) 6-2, 6-1
#22 Georgia Drummy (Vanderbilt) def. Julie Byrne (Northwestern) 6-4, 6-0
#32 Christina Rosca (Vanderbilt) def. Inci Ogut (Northwestern) 6-3, 6-1
Emma Kurtz (Vanderbilt) def. Briana Crowley (Northwestern) 4-6, 6-3, 6-0
Caroline Pozo (Northwestern) def. Marcella Cruz (Vanderbilt) 4-6, 6-2, 6-3
Vanessa Streng (Northwestern) def. Anna Ross (Vanderbilt) 6-3, 7-5
Dasha Kourkina (Vanderbilt) def. Christina Hand (Northwestern) 6-4, 6-1
Hannah McColgan (Northwestern) def. Skyler Miller (Oklahoma) 6-1, 6-4
Ivana Corley (Oklahoma) def. Amanda Meyer (Vanderbilt) 6-3, 6-3

**Doubles competition**

Daevenia Achong/E. Perez-Somarriba (Miami) def. Christina Hand/Clarissa Hand (Northwestern) 6-0
Julie Byrne/Hannah McColgan (Northwestern) def. Selma Cadar/Maya Tahan (Miami) 6-3
Briana Crowley/Inci Ogut (Northwestern) def. Nada Dimovska/Yuna Ito (Miami) 6-2
Caroline Pozo/Vanessa Streng (Northwestern) def. Kianah Motosono/Marcelina Podlinska (Oklahoma) 6-2
#27 Jasmine Asghar/O. Korashvili (Oklahoma) def. #12 Georgia Drummy/Christina Rosca (Vanderbilt) 7-5
Carmen Corley/Ivana Corley (Oklahoma) def. Anna Ross/Emma Kurtz (Vanderbilt) 6-2
Martina Capurro/Camila Romero (Oklahoma) def. Marcella Cruz/Amanda Meyer (Vanderbilt) 6-2

Tournament notes: